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l'ear Ed, 

Buie's book, for Balch I eRein thank you, rerun:: me that there is no 
such things es a cceipletely eertelese work of sycophancy. It i frightful, en 
enormouc eeblic disservice, n shameful self-debesement by a men who shouU have 
been sensitive enotwe 	reisize it, ane worse. But is else ees come useful 
inforeation that, hopefully, can and will be of value. 

These bed books, of white there are so mem strangely enough often 
heve eorttweile content, if the worth liar not weere tee author intended. To 
give you another end n't eerldesheking example, a young associate of mlea wan 
ebbe to eerley someeeing. Bringuier dropped into the ioontificetioa of un FBI 
informant. In itself it is meaningless to identity en informant, for the pence, 
of ell varieties ;lave teem. But in tiller ease, tee informant hed another role, 
nice mekee test of informant more inteeeling, ehYther or not there is significance 
in the simultaneous eerfformence of more than one rele. 

Were it not for your kindness, I'd be denied this knowledge, for 
today Tjust carrot afford even paperbacks. 

I think it likely there will be direct use of the u nintended 
help leuie offers. neceuse I do not want tale personelized, I nave eschewed all 
publicity on it, but after tore teen a year of effort ead Ateout direct contact, 
Janes Earl Roe got tee ides he might be better off if he weed ey lawyer to el 
his, so it is now fact end much of my work has already been used in new motions 
in oeurt, tee first coeeetent ones filed, I wee about to say on ale beeelf, which 
would be true only superficially. It is on behalf of truth. Tee effort is to get 
a trttl. Much of the legal o.vortunity has been wasted by the incomeetents eho 
replaced the crooks as hie lewyars, but it is far from hopeless. There was also 
benefit from the suit I eon against Justice for the withheld evidence I could 
force out. (Justice forded me to file for it, ',laving denied even its existence, 

but when t.e moment of ultimate truth came, courtroom confrontation, they 
vecked down and delivered out of court, thus saving teemselves the exposure the 
papers would have had more trouble suppressing, SS teey have this.) 

Agoin, thanks. 


